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RANDOM SHIFTS WHICH PRESERVE MEASURE1

DONALD GEMAN AND JOSEPH HOROWITZ

ABSTRACT.   Given a flow  6 , g e G   a group, over a probability

space (IÎ,   % P)   and a G-valued random variable  Z, we exhibit the Le-

besgue decomposition of the measure P ° 8~     relative to P, and give
i

necessary and sufficient conditions for equality (P o S       - P), absolute

continuity (P o S      « P), and singularity (P o 8~    1 P)   in terms of the

Haar measure.  The proof rests on the theory of "Palm measures" as

developed by Mecke and the authors.  Specializing the group  G, we re-

trieve some known results for the integers and real line, and compute the

Radon-Nikodym derivatives in various cases.

0.   Introduction.  Let G be a locally compact, second countable, Abelian

group with Borel cr-field §  and Haar measure p.(dg) (or just dg).  A flow

0 = (0 ), g e G, on a probability space (ÎÎ, J", P)  is a group of bimeasurable,

measure-preserving bijections 0  :  ii —> ÎÎ   such that ö„ = identity and the

mapping (g, cA) —>0 (eu)  is measurable.  If Z:  0 —' G is measurable, we

write 0z  for the measurable function oj —> 07(cA.(ó)j ^ -Agi co) = g + Z o

0g(co), and Pz = P oo"1.

A natural question in the study of flows is to characterize those random

variables Z:  0 —• G for which d~ is a measure-preserving transformation,

i.e.  Pz = P. Neveu [8] gave the solution for the case G = Z (the integers),

and Dinges [l] obtained some special results for G = R (the real line).  Fi-

nally, it can be deduced from [6, Satz 4.3 ] that a sufficient condition for

P z = P  is that iff-A'i w)   De a Haar-measure preserving transformation on  G

for almost every co £ il.

Here we exhibit the Lebesgue decomposition of Pz  relative to  P using

the theory of "Palm measures" [4], [5].  We can then show that the above

condition is also necessary for Pz = P, and give necessary and sufficient

conditions for PA  to be absolutely continuous relative to  P (written  Pz <K

P)  or equivalent to  P (i.e. have the same sets of measure zero).   Finally,
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by making appropriate choices for the group  G, we retrieve and expand some

of the results of Neveu and Dinges mentioned above.

§1 contains some preliminary work on Palm measures, the main result

is given in §2, and §3 consists of examples.

If A  is a ff-field, we shall use the (ambiguous) notation  ç £ (A)  to mean

that the function çf is measurable relative to J, the range being clear from

context;  ¿; £ (j)+ indicates the range is [0, oo).

1.  Palm measures.   A homogeneous random measure (HRM) cl(B, co)  is

a function on Lf x ÎÎ  which is (i) a Radon measure on  y  a.s., (ii) a random

variable on Q,  for all  B £ y, and (iii)  homogeneous relative to 0 in that

0-(B + g, co) = cl(B, 0 co) Vg £ G, ß £ §  a.s., where B + g is the translate

of B by g. (When G = R, a.((0, t], co) defines an additive functional.)

Note. Let N  and M denote the exceptional cu-sets in (i) and (iii) re-

spectively.   Clearly M  is ö-invariant; in fact, so is N U M, so that we can

and do assume (i) and (iii) hold off a P-null invariant set.

The Palm measure of  a.  is defined by

Pa(A) =E f   £ig)lA o 0gico)aidg, co),       A £ ?,

where £: G —» R is such that fGCig) dg = 1.  IA  is the indicator of the set A.

The measure Pa is independent of the choice of Ç, (cf. the argument in [5]),

and is always o-timte.  Further, Pa is finite iff Ea(B) < oo for B  compact,

in which case Eoi(dg) = const x [i(dg);   a. is then called integrable.  A mono-

tone class argument gives

(1) Êa(0 = E fc Cig)t°OgioAaidg, co),       ¿f £ (?)+,

E    being integration with  Pa.

Proceeding exactly as in the case  G = R [4] one obtains

(2) E P Yig, 0gco)aidg, co) = Èa fc Yig, co) dg,        Y £ (g ® ?) + .

Choosing Y(g, co) = lB(g)£ o 0_g(co), we have E(Ça(B)) = EJB£o0_gdg,

B £ §, ¿j £ (j)+.  Since §  is separable, this leads to

(3) Lemma.  Ler a, ß be HRM's.   Then Pa= P„ iff a.(dg, co) = ß(dg, co)

for almost every co £ ÍL

From (1) we get

(4) Lemma.  Let Q  be a a-finite measure on J  such that Q « P    for
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some HRM  a.   Then  Q = P», where ß(dg, co) = ¿T o 0 (co)a(dg, co) and c; =

dQ/dPa.

Before going on, let us observe that any HRM  0-(dg, co)  is o'-finite on

§  a.s., hence, using [7, p.  154], it is not difficult to prove that there exists

a function  \ e (§® J)+  which, for such co, serves as the density of the p.-

absolutely continuous part of  cl: o.(dg, co) = y(gi co)dg + y(dg,co), where

y(dg, <o)  is a.s. /¿-singular (written  y(dg, co) 1 (J.(dg) a.s.).

(5) Theorem. Let ß(dg, co) = ~x(g, co)dg be the pt-absolutely continuous

part of a, and y(dg, co) the pi-singular part. Then ß and y are HRM's and

Pa = P o + P     is Lebesgue decomposition of P     relative to P:   P „«. P,

PyLP.

Proof. Using the homogeneity of a., if h £ G, ß £ §, and co ^ /V UM, we

have

a(B + h, co) =   f     , xig< <¿) dg + AB + h> <*>)
J B + b

yig + h, co) dg + y(ß + h, co)I,B
= P x(«> ohco) dg + Ab, ehco).

Now y(B + h, co)  is ¿¿-singular (as a measure in  ß), so, by uniqueness of

Lebesgue decomposition, y(B + h, co) = yiB, 0,co), i.e. y is an HRM. Hence

ß is also an HRM, and, obviously, P a= P a+ P' y.

Let Ç,: G —* R have fG £(g) dg = 1.  For any f £ (A) +, we then have

EßiO = E P tig)xig, co)c;o 0gico) dg = EC ̂  CigUg, 0_gco) dg

which shows  Pg« P.  Since £, is arbitrary we note also that y¿(gi ^_  i^))
. S.     m p cr ~^

is a.s. constant in  g, so we can take E Aç) = E(çy), y e (j) + , and, by (3),

ß(dg, co) = x o 0g(co)dg a.s.

Suppose, next, that P     is not P-singular.   Write the Lebesgue decom-

position  Py = Q + Q ', where Q « P  and Q ' 1 P.  By (4), both Q  and Q '

ate Palm measures.  Since P is the Palm measure of p.(dg), (A) tells us that

Q  corresponds to a (nontrivial)  HRM of the form  r¡ o 0   dg. Let p be the

HRM  corresponding to  Q '.  Then, by (3), y(dg, co) = r] o 0   (co) dg + p(dg, co)

a.s., contradicting the a.s. ¿¿-singularity of y.       Q.E.D.

(6) Corollary.  For an HRM  a, Pa« P (resp.   PaiP)  iff a(dg, co) «

ii(dg)  a.s. (resp.   a(dg, co) 1 (i(dg) a.s.).
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2. Main result.  Let Z, yjz, and P_ be as in §0, and define a random

measure by

(7) aziB, co) = P lBiiffzig, co)) dg,       B e §.

(8) Lemma.  The random measure a.     is an HRM whose Palm measure

is Pz.

Proof.  First consider

Faz(B) = E piBig + Zo0g)dg

= E   I     I nig + Z) dg    (since 0    is a flow)

= niB).

Using the cr-compactness of G, we find that 0-_(ß, co) is finite on compacts

a.s. Next, to prove homogeneity, fix h e G.  We have

az(B + h,co)= P IB+h(g + Z° 0g(co)) dg    = fc lB(g -h + Zo 0^)) dg

= fc !V{g + Z ° 9g + b^))dS    (since  0g + f> = 0g o 0,)

= az(B, 6h(o).

Finally, it is clear from (7) that, for any function cf> £ (y)+,

(9) P cp(g)az(dg, co) = P cp(ifjzig, co)) dg.

It follows that, if ^ £ (ï)+ and Ç: G —» R satisfies fGCig) dg = 1,

Kzío = e p cig + zO0g)fo0g+zo^dg

= e fGtig + zo6g)£oezoegdg

= E Sc ¿(*+ z)^°dzds = fÇdPz- Q-E-D-

Note. Since a (dg, co) is homogeneous Vcu (i.e. M =0) and a measure

\f co, and since G has a countable basis of relatively compact sets, we need

not complete J to ensure the measurability of the co-set on which oiz(dg, co)

is finite on compacts.

As a consequence of (8), if ß(dg, co) + "yidg, co)  is the Lebesgue decom-

position of a   (dg, co) relative to p.(dg), where ß(dg, co) « ff(dg)  and

y(dg, co) 1 y.(dg) a.s., we find the Lebesgue decomposition
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PZ = Pß + Py> Pß«P> PyLP'

Explicit expressions for Pa will be given in some special cases in §3.

Finally, using the results of §1, namely (3), (4), (6), and noting that

0-z(dg, co) is the measure f¿ o iftz (•, co), we have

(10) Theorem,  (a)  P Z=P  iff f¿ o ipz  (•, co) = il a.s., i.e. iff the func-

tion \¡¡7(-, co) is it-measure preserving a.s.

(b) Pz « P  iff it o ifjzl(-, co) « f¿ a.s.

(c) Pz  is equivalent to P  iff ft o ipz (•, co) is equivalent to p. a.s.

3.  Examples.   1.  Let  G  be any countable group with the discrete topol-

ogy, ft the counting measure. If a is any HRM and ¿; £ (J) + , we have from

(1):

K^' = E   Z   Cik)Co0kai{k\)
keG

=   £   £ik)EiÇico)ai{k\, 6_kco)) = E(cfaüoD),

teC

where 'LC(k) = 1. Hence  Pa « P.  In particular, Pz « P  and the Radon-

Nikodym derivative is

az({0|) =   ¿2    '{o|(* +Zo6k) = ^k e G: ^Z(A) _ °S'
keG

where #   denotes the cardinality  (< + oo) of the indicated set.   For Pz = P

it is then necessary and sufficient to have 1 = S, €Ghu  z  9 =o\ a-S-'  a

result due to Neveu [8] when  G = Z.

2. Let G be arbitrary, but suppose that Z  is discrete.  Computing Pz

directly,  it happens  again  that     Pz  « P   with   derivative    rj(co) =

#{g £ G: iffz(g,co) = 0\.

3. Consider the case G = R  and assume Z(co) > 0 is a "terminal" ran-

dom variable, meaning that Z(co) = / + Z o 0 (co) whenever Z(co) > t, t £ R.

Consequently, a   ({Z(co)\, co) > Z(co). Thus , a(dt, co) has a singular com-

ponent whenever Z(co) > 0, so that Pz « P  is impossible unless Z = 0

a.s., in which case  P_ = P.

If M(co) is a homogeneous random set, i.e. M(0 co) = M(co) — t for all t,

co, then Z(co) = inf St > 0:  r £ M(co)\ is terminal, and an easy computation

yields, for any  t > 0,

a((0, r], co) = jt_oal{Oit](s + Zo0s(co))ds = L(t+, co) - L(0 +, co),
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where L(t, co) = supjs < f. s £ M(co)\. By (8), the Palm measure of the addi-

tive functional L(t  ) - L(0 )  is just P o 0Z   .

A. Consider again G = R, and suppose now that, for almost every co £ fi,

Z o 0 (co) is an absolutely continuous function of t £ R.   By a Fubini argu-

ment it is easy to prove that there isa random variable  Z     such that Z    o

0t((o) = dZ o 0 (co)/'dt tot almost every  t, a.s.  The process ifjz(t, co) = t +

Z o 0 (co)  is absolutely continuous and a.s. has derivative iff (t, co) = 1 +

Z    o 0 (co) a.e. To say that az(-, co) « fi means that, if p(B) = 0 for ß £

íB (the Borel a-field on  R), then the process i/f(z, co) = iffz(t, co) spends

(Lebesgue measure) zero time in  B, i.e. ift(t, co) has a local time relative

to ft.  Local times (or occupation time densities) for smooth processes were

studied in [3], and we now apply some of those results to the process at

hand.  Let

vx(U, co) = tt{s £ U: ifAs, co) = x\,       U e %

ß(x, co) =  I       \iff'is, co)\~  v ids, co).
J —oo X

Now °i   (B, co) = f^, /B(i/f(z, co))dt is the total time spent by i/r(-, co) in B.

From [3] we conclude that ß(x, co)   is the density of the absolutely contin-

uous component of the measure 0-z(-, co).  A necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for the absence of the singular component is that p.{t: iff (t, co) - 0] = 0

a.s. By a Fubini argument and stationarity, this reduces to P{Z   = -1Î = 0.

Consider the absolutely continuous component  a     of a     in more detail.

We have

ß(x, <a)= f"   Il + Z'o0 l-V ids, <a)= Y        ll + Z'oÖl-1

E        ll + Z'oe^o^MI"1 = ,3(0,0^).
s:ip(s,8  cd)=0

n       x

Thus a (¿ft, (u)= |8(0, 0 co)dt, so the Palm measure of a    is Pa (A) =

E(/3(0); A), A  £ J, i.e. the density of the absolutely continuous component

of Pz  is /3(0) = lTUU + Z' o Ös|~  v   (ds). This appears to generalize some

of the work of Dinges [l], though we have been unable to comprehend fully

his results. It is also a continuous analogue of Example 2.

Finally we note that, if Z  is integrable, /3(0) > 0  a.s. and so  a.    is a.s.

equivalent to ft, i.e.  P       is equivalent to P. Indeed, it may be shown that,

a.s., the derivative ip (s, co) is finite at each time s  at which iff(s, co) = x,
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for a.e.  x.  It remains only to show that ifr(-, co) hits every  x, a.s.  Suppose

ip~(s, co) < x fot every s.  Then  t~   fiiff(s, co) ds < x tot all  t. But

t~  fi.{ff(s, co)ds = t/2 + t~  fíZ o 0 (co)ds, and this converges, for almost

every co, to   too  as  t —» ±00.

5. We indicate here an extension of the result of Example 4 when G =

R", 7z > 1. Assume that  t —> Z o 0 (co) is a.s. a Lipschitz function of í e

R". Then iff(t, co) = t + Z o 0 (co)  is likewise, and Theorem 3.2.5   (see also

2.10.35) of [2] yields (omitting co)

(ID P giifAt))jit) dt= f n giy)vyiU) dy    a.s.

for any Borel function g (Borel set U) on R", where ](t) is the absolute

value of the Jacobian of iff(t), which exists a.e., and v (U) is defined as in

Example 4.  Arguing as in §1 of [3] we find

(12) f     b(t)g(yj(t))j(t)dt=   f     giy)   Ç     hit)vidt)dy
Kn Rn R"

for any nonnegative Borel function h(t).  Let N be a Borel set which is al-

most equal to {t: ](t) = 0i (which is, in general, only Lebesgue measurable).

Then [2, Theorem 3.2.3] shows v (N) = 0  for a.e. y. Now take h(t) =

(Jit))'1!     (t) a.e. From ( 12) we have
Nc

V  (dt)

(    giifAt))i  cit)dt=   f    giy)  f     -—dy,
JKn NC JR72 JR72       j(t)

or, with g = IB,

. vidt)

(13) f     lB(ifr(t))dt=f    f     -2'       dy.
JNC JB  JK"    ¡i*'

As in [3], one notes that the left member of (13) is the absolutely continuous

component of <x_, and we conclude: the P-absolutely continuous component

of Pz  has density /   nvQ(dt)/](t).
R
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